
SUNJEL LOG & GRATE SETSSUNJEL LOG & GRATE SETS

Suitable For:

Functional and non-functional wood burning fireplaces 

Functional and non- functional wood burning stoves

Non-functional gas fireplaces and stoves*
*L l   i ti  d di ti  i d

Operate on Sunjel™, Isopropyl Alcohol Gel; consistently tested for air quality assurance; guaranteeing a
safe, clean burning fire, every time. Sunjel™ burns into water vapour, free of smoke, fumes, sparks and
flying embers and is sold in 24 pk canisters

*Local gas company inspection and disconnection required

Features & Benefits:  

flying embers and is sold in 24 pk canisters

The Sunjel Log & Grate Set offers a ‘Real Crackling Fire’ without exterior venting or a functional chimney,
offering the customer a true un-compromised fire experience without the mess and fuss associated with
burning wood or manufactured logs

Minor assembly is required, provided the existing firebox is fireproofed to wood burning or natural gas
standards**

Approved as un-vented appliances; eliminating the need for electrical, mechanical, or natural gas services
and the related monthly fees

Concerns over smoke or flying embers, typically associated with burning wood, are completely eliminated,
as Sunjel™ burns into water vapour, free of smoke, fumes, sparks or flying embers

Our signature slide manual shut-off system is a standard feature for safety and convenience. If the Insert is
not manually shut-down it will burn out in 2 to 3 hours; providing the owner peace of mind

Owner controlled to burn at 3000, 6000, or 9000 BTU/hr. and because there is no exterior vent, the units
operate at 99% efficiency

Beautifully crafted hand painted, steel reinforced ‘ split cedar’ ceramic logs are standard

Aroma logs and aromatherapy oils can be added to further enhance the ‘Real Fire’ experience

Associated costs of existing or future chimney repairs and annual maintenance costs are completelyAssociated costs of existing or future chimney repairs and annual maintenance costs are completely
eliminated. The installation of a Sunjel Log & Grate Set does not affect the existing chimney or vent stack,
allowing the customer the ability to repair the chimney in the future if desired

Sunjel Log & Grate Sets can be installed at a fraction of the cost of all alternative ‘Real Fire’ options on the
marketplace

Sunjel Log & Grate Inserts are virtually maintenance free

** The existing fireplace must be a wood-burning fireplace and must have a fireproofed firebrick interior or a steel
fireproofed firebox interior. If the customer is unsure about the condition of their existing fireplace, it is recommended
that they can get an assessment from their local chimney sweep company.


